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Editor’s Foreword

Why interoperability is important for
open standards – and how to get it
By Joe Pavlat
What do we mean by an open standard? A thousand-page
explanation could easily be written, but for the world of
embedded computing it usually means a succinct definition of
everything a vendor needs to know about building equipment
(and writing software) that will work with compatible products
from other vendors. In our business (PICMG’s), these standards
are usually defined at the board level: boards from Vendor A
and Vendor B will plug into a chassis built by Vendor C and
everything will work together as intended.
While large ecosystems of products exist around popular
standards, they are becoming more complex. Just plugging
a bunch of stuff together obtained from multiple vendors and
expecting it to work immediately is no longer always realistic.
Modern high-performance systems like AdvancedTCA (ATCA)
call for signaling rates up to 10 Gigabits per second (Gbps)
through boards, connectors, and backplanes. ATCA’s system
management infrastructure was the industry’s first open standard that allowed High Availability (HA) systems to continue
to work in the presence of malfunctions or failures. A lot of
complex software and hardware needs to work reliably to build
these systems. “Plug-and-play” is not automatically assured.
So why not use proprietary products from a single vendor if
you want everything to work out of the box? After all, those
vendors offer everything assembled, tested, and integrated.
And, there is usually only one phone call to make if something
doesn’t work. Sounds good, right? Sometimes it is and sometimes it isn’t. The downside of proprietary systems is that they
are usually expensive and often don’t use the latest technology
or offer particularly high performance. Upgrades are usually
slow to market and are also expensive because the vendor
already owns you and can charge what they please. And only
very large companies (with their very large overhead expenses)
can be true experts at the myriad of technical disciplines necessary to build a complex, high-performance system.
These are some of the issues driving many industries to move
to open standards, if they have not already done so. Open standards are usually developed by standards organizations (like
PICMG) that have hundreds of members with an extremely
diverse technical talent base. When dozens of vendors compete for a customer’s business there is price and performance
competition, which is a good thing for the customer. If the customer doesn’t like their vendor(s), they can go someplace else.
And open standards-based products tend to offer leadingedge technology and improvements. Certain companies will
specialize in certain areas, providing best-in-class performance.
Sounds great, huh? No brainer, right?
xtca-systems.com
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Hold on. As standards-based systems get more complex, more
software and fine tuned hardware is required. Simply buying a
bunch of stuff that claims to be compliant to a standard, plugging it together, and expecting it to all work immediately is
becoming less and less realistic for many reasons. Complexity
is the main one. Another is that popular standards are often
written with dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of options
that may or may not interoperate.
So what can be done? One simple answer is to test standardized equipment from various vendors for compliance. In reality,
compliance testing can be ugly. It is expensive and sometimes
disputes arise as to the exact meaning of the always-imperfect language written into the standard. And, the first time a
product is deemed to be non-compliant, the testing body usually gets sued. As such, most standards organizations shy away
from compliance testing unless they are large and have a strong
legal arm. They rely on vendors to self-certify instead.
So how do you achieve multi-vendor interoperability for standards-based equipment? One real solution is to put vendors
and their equipment in a secure environment and let them test
everything with everything else. PICMG was a pioneer in doing
this and has been conducting Interoperability Workshops (IWs)
on a regular basis since the mid 1990s. These events are held
as needed, usually at least once a year, or more often if a standard changes or adds significant new features (for example,
40G ATCA). Testing is structured so that everyone arrives with
a list of what they want to test and with whom, and adequate
time is scheduled so that all participants can complete the tests
they need. IWs are conducted in a “safe” environment so that
“what happens in the room stays in the room.”
PICMG has conducted ATCA IWs for a decade, and other technologies, such as CompactPCI Serial, are now part of the program. The 24th PICMG IW will be held September 16-19 and
hosted by Pentair in Straubenhardt, Germany.
Improving multi-vendor interoperability through these workshops still does not solve all of the problems. That is where systems integrators play an increasingly important role, but we’ll
talk about that in another issue.
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4G Focus

Fiber, free space, or silicon? –
Challenges in optical backplanes, Part 2
Perspectives on optical interconnects from Chuck Byers of Cisco Systems, Inc.
By Brandon Lewis
While work continues within the industry to prolong the life of
metallic interconnects, optical technologies have evolved in the
hopes of bringing cost in line with market demands. To meet
those goals, most work surrounding optical interconnects has centered around reducing the cost per bit by either pushing singlewavelength bitrates to extremes, or by infusing multiple, lower
bitrate optical transceivers into a single package. However, the
cost of optical interconnects can also reap benefits just by being
implemented in backplane applications, simply due to reach.
Because backplanes are typically short-reach applications,
optical transmission only requires shorter fibers or polymer waveguides about 1 meter in length. These shorter transmission distances not only result in favorable link power budgets for optical
interconnects (just a few dB of path loss between connectors is
typical), but also imply lower receive sensitivities. Together, this
enables the use of less sophisticated, less expensive components
to implement an optical backplane, says Chuck Byers, Technical
Leader and Platform Architect, Enterprise Networking Group,
Cisco Systems, Inc. (www.cisco.com).
“One can tolerate a bit of loss in connectors, so alignment tolerances can be relaxed and connectors with higher density or
lower cost can be used,” Byers says. “Together, these factors
allow for lower cost, more compact, and less power hungry
optical components – all deemed important properties for
backplane applications. The comparable loss through metallic
backplanes and connector systems for SERDES signals at tens
of Gbps is at least an order of magnitude higher than optical
signals. This potentially leads to an opportunity to use lower
cost optical components to achieve shorter reach, albeit still
adequate for backplanes.”
So, assuming optical interconnects continue to approach market
parity, what technology is best suited for an optical backplane?
Free space, silicon photonics, or fiber?
To date, Byers identifies three classes of optical transport systems with the potential to replace copper as the main interface
for backplane communications, each with a different approach
to the challenges of optical data exchange:
›› Free space optics provides high bit rates and low bit
error rates, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and
other benefits, using air as the only transport medium.
However, free space technology is still immature, and can
be extremely vulnerable to variations in temperature and
vibration. As a result, free space optics is presently still
somewhat of a wildcard for in-system communications.
xtca-systems.com
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›› Silicon photonics represents an intersection of
technologies that could yield the size, cost, and power
savings to make optical interconnects viable on the
backplane. Currently, a primary area of silicon photonics
research focuses on improving the density of pluggable
optical interface modules – which are already commonly
used on front panels – to make them applicable in
backplane settings.
›› Fiber array interconnects using parallel optics are capable
of interfacing dozens of 10-25 Gbps fiber streams while
using only a fraction of the power, area, and backplane
height available on a typical board. By routing a subset
of fibers with blind mate connectors from each board
position to all other board positions, a mesh interconnect
can be created that eliminates the need for a centralized
switching infrastructure.
Although none of these alternatives have produced bandwidths
exponentially higher than what can be achieved with advanced
SERDES technology in a reasonable, commercial-ready system,
comparable data rates have been demonstrated on fiber optic
backplanes. Combined with the fact that fiber optic interconnects can be implemented in dual star topologies for economic
purposes, this gives them the best chance at eventual market
adoption, Byers says.
“I believe fiber mesh interconnects are the surest bet,” he
suggests. “The big advantage of fiber-based backplanes to
copper-based backplanes is the aggregate theoretical bandwidths of the hundreds of fibers they contain. Each singlemode fiber or polymer waveguide can theoretically carry over
one Petabit per second (Pbps) of traffic split over thousands of
wavelengths using Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM).
If you have on the order of a dozen boards interconnected in
a mesh of these fibers, there is over 100 Pbps of theoretical
capacity in a box – this is future proof. However, it is unlikely
any reasonable board-level component will be able to load a
single fiber to anything close to those theoretical data rates;
we will have to push very hard to get more than a few hundred
Gbps per fiber in the foreseeable future, with a maximum of a
few dozen wavelengths operating at 25-100 Gbps each. This
is still somewhat more future proof than a large mesh of parallel 25 Gbps metallic backplane connections. [It also supports]
many more cycles of Moore’s Law evolution, especially as the
laws of physics are going to be kinder to scaling optical signal
capacities than they will be for scaling metallic SERDES rates.”
Read ‘“5 years out” – Challenges in optical backplanes, Part 1’ at
xtca-systems.com/articles/5-backplanes-part-1/.
xTCA and CompactPCI Systems
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Network Intelligence

The Deep Packet Inspection spectrum:
Evolution from technology
development to plug-and-play products
cschwaderer@opensystemsmedia.com

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) has been around for a while
and many companies in a myriad of industries have DPI
capabilities in their products. For example, intrusion detection and virus scanning are both common technologies that
utilize DPI to identify possible threats to the enterprise or
computers. Another trendy DPI application involves personalized marketing where analytics programs utilize DPI to
monitor what websites you visit and the kind of content you
are interested in. Using the information gathered enables
smarter ad placement on the sites you visit and the content
you download.
Software technologies tend to go through phases. First, the
“in-house” development of software utilizing the technology
occurs. Then software vendors typically provide software
packages, development kits, and libraries so companies that
do not want to shoulder the development can incorporate
the technology. Sometimes, the technology evolves into an
open-source initiative, which tends to drive down the price of
the off-the-shelf solutions. Finally, interoperability with specific applications and platforms occurs and the technology has
finally evolved from “do-it-yourself” to “plug-and-play.”
Where does DPI sit on this “technology-to-product” spectrum?
DPI explained
In the general sense, DPI involves looking at traffic flows
above the transport layer and inside application messages
to gather information about who is running the application
and what the application is doing. In order to understand
the technical complexity behind DPI, you first need to think
about all the layers involved. The fundamental building
block within an Internet Protocol (IP)-based network is the
IP packet. IP packets have a fixed maximum size (usually
around 1,500 bytes although jumbo frames can be as large as
9,000 bytes per packet if the network supports it). The transport layer above may group multiple IP packets together to
form a logical transport message – for example, the UDP protocol creates “datagrams” above the IP layer, while the TCP
protocol provides a byte-stream abstraction where the flow is
simply thought of as a continuous stream of bytes. Above the
TCP layer, the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) represents
the largest percentage of data running around the Internet
since it is the predominant language used to communicate
between web browsers and websites. HTTP further abstracts
a TCP flow into a series of chunked, compressed HTTP transactions between a client and server.
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So, in order for DPI software to look into the application layer
data, it must:
1. Put together multiple IP packets to reconstruct the transport layer data
2. If the flow is HTTP, perform dechunking and
decompression
3. Correlate the multiple HTTP transactions into a logical
client/server session
4. Identify signatures in the HTTP transactions to identify the
web application, who the communicating endpoints are,
and what the endpoints are doing
A classic example of DPI involves e-mail services. This kind of DPI
may be used for lawful intercept or network surveillance. There
are three common e-mail service protocols – the Post Office
Protocol (POP) and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)
used between mail clients and mail servers, and Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP) for server-to-server mail relay. DPI
applications in this environment attempt to recognize e-mail
addresses within these mail communications protocols. That
means the DPI software must not only be able to piece together
these POP/IMAP/SMTP messages, but they must then understand the mail transfer protocol in order to extract the mail
headers that contain e-mail addresses for the e-mail. Many mail
protocols operate on standard layer 4 ports (called “well-known”
port numbers). But DPI software cannot bank on this because
mail servers can be set up to use different transport ports, putting an additional burden on DPI software to identify content
signatures of the traffic flowing on all transport ports.
Once the e-mail protocols are decoded and the e-mail
addresses are identified, DPI still needs to determine “what”
the e-mail application is doing. Is the client reading e-mail?
Sending e-mail? Does the e-mail contain attachments?
DPI is not easy – it involves the ability to classify packet streams,
understand common network transports, reverse engineering
of application communications, and the extraction of relevant
information for the application.
DPI “do-it-yourself-ers” through new players
On the spectrum, there have been a number of “Do-ItYourself-ers” – Cisco Systems, Juniper Networks, and a number
of network router, intrusion detection, and intelligent firewall
companies have all created their own classification and DPI
software for use in their more advanced equipment. Other
xtca-systems.com

Network Intelligence
networking players in the market like Procera Networks,
Sandvine, and Allot Communications focused on DPI-enabling
systems for telecommunications and enterprise applications.
Over the past 10 years, new DPI entrants have popped up
around the world based on the premise that DPI was going
to be a big industry. Companies like ipoque, Qosmos, and
the recently acquired Vineyard Networks all had or have these
kinds of packaged DPI software solutions. Some also released
appliances with DPI built in. IP Fabrics is a company that was
founded in 2002 on the premise of making network processors easier to program for DPI applications. IP Fabrics has since
evolved from DPI programming languages for network processors to more fully featured DPI software and appliances.
Last year, Wind River strongly promoted their Application
Acceleration Engine that provides a robust software environment and includes things like Internet Protocol Security (IPSec),
DPI, pattern matching, and flow classification. Software from
companies like Qosmos and Sensory Networks fit within this
framework to provide a more complete, interoperable, multivendor solution.
Sensory Networks is a new company that provides a unique
version of software pattern matching called HyperScan that
provides low latency, low overhead, and massively parallel
matching technologies to accelerate DPI applications.
What about open source?
Yes, Virginia, there is an open source initiative. A long time ago it
was called OpenDPI. This initiative eventually became privatized,
but its codebase evolved into the nDPI initiative. This package is
primarily a flow classification library that can identify signatures
for over 160 different network services or applications. The open
source codebase provides good insight into recognition and
classification of flows, but taking that package and integrating it
into a product still takes a significant amount of effort.
DPI and packet processors
DPI takes a significant amount of processing power to string
together packets, identify flows, and perform dechunk and/or
decompression. Therefore, DPI applications often make use of
packet processors. Packet processors take some of the “heavy
lifting” activities away from DPI software by identifying the offsets
within a packet where the IP, TCP, HTTP, and content starts. Packet
processors may also perform some identifier matching in order
to help with classification or application endpoint identification.
Cavium has developed some DPI software for their OCTEON
packet processors called TurboDPI. This package consists of
software that runs on the multicore OCTEON packet processor
and performs a lot of the heavy lifting involved with DPI.
Where is DPI on the spectrum today?
It is clear that there are revenue-generating “killer apps” for
DPI, and many companies have developed DPI variants to
incorporate into their products. Along the way, software companies have developed libraries and packages to incorporate
into DPI applications, and even packet processor companies
xtca-systems.com

are providing supporting software. The nDPI initiative shows
that the open source community is also involved.
However, there are a couple of significant barriers to bringing
DPI software from where it is now to truly “plug-and-play.”
The first is the lack of standardized software interfaces and
reference diagrams. Without a standardized framework, it is
very difficult to provide plug-and-play operation for software
systems, and there are a lot of moving parts to standardize:
classification interfaces, the application decode interface, and
software management are just a few.
The second barrier involves the sheer volume of network applications and the rate at which they change. There are literally tens of
thousands of network applications being used and more being
developed by the hour. These applications increase or decrease
in importance, so having the right functionality in your product
is hit-and-miss. And since these protocols change (some change
frequently), it takes a lot of effort to keep the decoders up to
date. Any change by the network application provider creates
the possibility of the DPI software breaking for that application.
Still searching for plug-and-play DPI
DPI has certainly evolved, and if you are keeping score, you can
check off almost all the milestones along the way. But due to
the multitude of applications, varying requirements by industry,
and the complexity of maintaining the code, the plug-and-play
milestone may be hard to reach anytime soon.
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Special Feature

AdvancedTCA lays groundwork
for Iridium NEXT
Interview with Hermon Pon, Iridium Communications,
and Michael Lohman, Hughes Network Systems
Iridium NEXT, a new iteration of
the Iridium satellite constellation,
is currently in development and
will provide higher bandwidth per
user, hosted payload capability,
and other improvements. At the
heart of the Iridium NEXT ground
architecture is the Access Network
Controller (ANC), powered by
40 Gbps AdvancedTCA (ATCA). In
this xTCA & CompactPCI Systems
interview, Hermon Pon of Iridium
Communications, and Michael
Lohman of Hughes Network Systems
discuss upgrades to the Iridium
ground architecture, and how
ATCA is helping roll out the NEXT
constellation. Edited excerpts follow.

Q

: Give us some background on the
Iridium constellation and drivers for
Iridium NEXT.

Hermon Pon is Vice President
Michael Lohman is Assistant Vice
PON: We currently have an operational netof Iridium Communications.
President of Hughes Network Systems.
work of 66 satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
that operate in six polar planes, and then we
professional carriers. So, from the teleport site traffic is brought
have some orbital spares. The satellite network has cross-links,
to one of our gateway sites, which are pretty large and quite
something unique so the satellites can communicate with each
capital-intensive. We have all of our equipment there for terother. These satellites were all launched in the 2000 timeframe,
and even though they are providing high-quality service today,
minating to the terrestrial network, billing systems, telemetry,
they are nearing end of life.
monitoring; all that goes on at the gateway sites.
The Iridium NEXT project is about designing a new generation
of satellites that will be a one-for-one replacement of the current constellation. In addition to replacing these satellites, a
bunch of things are being upgraded. There are certain sites we
call feeder links that terminate into the ground network, and
those are all being upgraded as well. Also, we are upgrading
the ground network to support Iridium NEXT, which is really the
nature of the Access Network Controller (ANC).

Q

: Generally, where does the ANC fit into Iridium’s
gateway ground architecture?

PON: We have feeder links that are located in a number of
areas of the world that bring traffic to the ground, and then we
have an MPLS network on the ground via facilities we get from
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There is one logical ANC at each gateway site.* Our ground
network was originally based upon a GSM network, so we have
a commercial switch that is provided by Ericsson and the ANC
is equivalent to the Base Station Controller (BSC) or the Radio
Network Controller (RNC) function in a GSM or 3G network
(Figure 1). It interfaces to things like routers, Ethernet switches,
and the Ericsson switch. It also interfaces to our network management system, which is based upon server farms that are
typically running things like Oracle databases.
Our single ANC handles the standard handset service for all of
the voice users we have in the globe, and we have provisioned
700,000 active users in the Home Location Register (HLR). In
terms of things we need in the ANC, we need a lot of highcapacity control plane processing. We need lots of media
* Editor’s Note: Iridium operates a gateway site for commercial traffic out of Tempe, AZ.
A second gateway site that controls U.S. government traffic is based in Hawaii.

Special Feature
processing because we have voice codecs,
so we have to convert from the Iridium
codec that is used over the satellite link to
traditional landline codecs. In addition, we
have data services that have error correction. All of that is implemented in the media
blades that are on the ANC.

Q

: What are some of the capabilities
we can expect from the NEXT
system, and what led to the
selection of AdvancedTCA as the
compute architecture for the ANC?

PON: The most important capability is that
the Iridium NEXT satellites will actually continue to support all our existing user terminals, handsets, and so on; they will be totally
backward compatible. In addition, we will
be introducing some higher bandwidth air
interfaces, which will allow us to increase the
available bandwidth per user. The highest
speed we offer today is 120 Kb; with NEXT
we go up to 400 Kb. Even with our voice
terminals we expect to be offering voice and
data at much higher rates. We have to have
enough capacity on the ground to continue
to add new users, but then the bandwidth
per user is also going to increase by a factor
of two or three. That is why we need a very
high-capacity platform for the ANC, and
why we went down the ATCA path.
When we started evaluating various computing platforms, we were looking for fault
tolerance and the ability to plug in hardware
or do in-service software upgrades. There is
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Figure 1 | The AdvancedTCA-based Access Network Controller (ANC) operates within the Iridium gateway, which has an
architecture similar to that of a GSM or 3G network.
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Special Feature
only one ANC, so it has to be operational
all the time – we cannot take it out of service. We also need scalability so that we
can increase capacity by either adding
new server blades or adding additional
chassis. That led us to choose ATCA for
the ANC, and as part of that project
we contracted with Hughes Network
Systems. They were actually working
on ATCA at the time, and did the actual
software development and integration
before delivering it to us.

"We are betting heavily on the
fact that if ATCA changes, it will be
evolutionary rather than some revolution
where all of the vendors decide not to
make it anymore."
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LOHMAN: The ATCA platform was
chosen by Hughes for the ANC due to
its High Availability (HA) feature set.
Hughes also had years of experience
working with ATCA, so it was natural
for us to use it. Furthermore, the ATCA
eco-system has a rich set of card types
and modules. We use very high-end Intel
processing cards, high-speed fabric modules, very dense DSP modules, as well as
legacy STM-1 TDM modules for the ANC
application. Everything we needed was
off the shelf.
PON: The ANC today is a dual-chassis
rack of equipment, and it actually
replaces something that was five racks
of equipment (Figure 2). We went from
five racks of equipment to one with
ATCA. Another reason we chose ATCA
is the ability to add additional chassis as
needed in the future without having to
replace everything else.
The other thing we are doing with
ATCA is standardizing it as the computing platform of choice for all of our
gateway nodes. The ANC is just one of
our gateway nodes, and we have other
nodes in the gateway that support a
service we call Push-to–Talk (PTT). That
is built on an ATCA platform too. So we
like ATCA because of the commonality
of maintenance practice, our operators
all know how to use it, we can leverage
it and reduce the number of spares we
need, and then in addition we have the
ability to scale and add more as we
need it.

Q

www.aim-online.com
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: During the one-for-one satellite
replacement process, there are
going to be a lot of incremental
upgrades. How does ATCA
help facilitate the Iridium NEXT
rollout?
xtca-systems.com
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Figure 2 | The dual-chassis AdvancedTCA system operating within the Iridium ANC
enabled a reduction in hardware from five racks to one.

PON: That is one of the reasons why the
ability to do in-service software upgrades
is pretty important. We do have very rigid
control on what we call the interface control documents, or the interfaces from
the ground towards the satellites; those
are not allowed to change. So we could
change something on the ground, but it
should be transparent to the satellite; we
do that regularly, and have been doing
that for the life of Iridium.
With the previous platform that was in
the ANC, we had to do a hot cutover to
ATCA, so we went from all the traffic on
the old system switching over to the new
system on the order of a few seconds.
We did not have to make any changes
to the satellite. The big complication in
development was making certain that we
did not change any of the interfaces that
go toward the satellites in an unplanned
manner. With NEXT, the plan is to make
the ground systems kind of dual mode to
support the ability to know when we are
talking to a NEXT satellite or an older satellite. That is in development right now.

Q

: What are Iridium’s requirements
for compute platforms of the
future?

PON: Obviously the continued evolution
in speed. Anything that improves performance and lowers the price is important.
A really important thing for us is longevity in the sense that our biggest
investment is really in the satellites, and
it is very important that we maintain this
xtca-systems.com

compatibility on the ground. We cannot
afford at some point to say, “ATCA, we
are not going to have that anymore. It
is going to be ‘ATCA-some new version’ with a new chassis and you cannot
buy any more blades on that.” We are
betting heavily on the fact that if ATCA
changes, it will be evolutionary rather
than some revolution where all of the
vendors decide not to make it anymore.
That is why ATCA was important to us:
the fact that it looked like it was going
to be around for a long time and that it
was very evolutionary. There was a lot
of multi-vendor support so we were not
tied to SUN or HP blades, and it was
designed to be open so that we could
mix and match different vendors and
have the ability to keep evolving the
ground system slowly, rather than being
forced into an upgrade because we
chose a vendor that decided to come
up with something totally new.

Q

: How viable is ATCA as a
compute architecture for other
future satellite systems?

LOHMAN: Hughes has deployed solutions based on ATCA for several mobile
satellite operators worldwide, and we
plan to continue to do so for the foreseeable future. In fact, in some of our
most recent work, we have been
migrating operators from other platforms to ATCA.
Iridium Communications | iridium.com
Hughes Network Systems | hughes.com
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Unlocking the potential
of AdvancedTCA in Network
Intelligence
By Austin Hipes
The new network landscape requires Network Intelligence (NI)
technologies that shape and route traffic for applications like policy
management and new service creation. However, increasing bandwidth
demands require that service providers make critical decisions about the
hardware infrastructure of their core network in order to take advantage
of deep NI insights. Operators must not only determine whether the
hardware architecture of their next-generation networks require 10G,
40G, or beyond, they must also consider how to best prepare for the
transition. This article will examine AdvancedTCA (ATCA) technology
advancements, architectural benefits, integration technologies, and
product developments, and how network operators can leverage them in
support of their NI efforts.
Mobile infrastructure is facing rapid
increases stemming from smartphone
use and the rising importance of mobile
video. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
is the main technology used for the
traffic shaping and load balancing necessary to keep networks running efficiently in the face of next-generation
bandwidth demands, but deploying
such advanced packet processing
becomes a significant balancing act
when the number of access points and
the complexity of traffic both increase.
Now, more than ever, mobile operators must find a way to deliver a highquality experience to end users while
adopting an efficient approach to
spectrum consumption.
The need for increased bandwidth,
better policy management, and the
creation of services that generate
profit are leading telecom carriers and
network operators to invest heavily in
their infrastructure. Implementing Long
Term Evolution (LTE) technology within
existing 2G/3G networks makes it possible to access greater capacity while
driving down the cost per bit within
the Radio Access Network (RAN); however, mobile operators must also deliver
similar increases in capacity and cost
reductions throughout the network in
order to achieve meaningful Return On
Investment (ROI).

One option for providers looking
to increase Average Revenue Per
User (ARPU) and reduce cost per bit
is ATCA, a scalable, carrier-grade platform already in use in the core network.
Capable of 40 Gbps switching in some
cases, operators can leverage the performance and flexibility of ATCA with DPI
technology to meet new consumption
demands, as well as gather network and
subscriber intelligence – and do so at a
reduced cost.
In-platform flexibility for
advanced packet routing
In particular, the need to
manage the increasing
traffic and demand for
online and data services
through dynamic policy
management requires
a high-density solution.
ATCA affords carriers
the opportunity to track
subscribers as they move
between cells, analyze
applications and usage
models with DPI and analytics on the front end, and
provide policy enforcement resource functions
deployed in ATCA.
Typical 14-slot ATCA platforms provide the ability
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Figure 1 | The network fabric, control plane, and data
plane can be combined in 14-slot ATCA systems like
UNICOM Engineering’s A-13000 R2 to facilitate DPI
applications.
xtca-systems.com
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to combine network fabric, the control
plane, and the data plane into the same
physical platform. DPI elements can be
deployed in an ATCA platform either
via specialized packet processing nodes
utilizing dedicated Network Processing
Units (NPUs) like Cavium Octeon II or
Netlogic XLR-based blades, or via general-purpose compute nodes dedicated
to packet processing workloads, through
Intel Data Plane Development Kit (Intel
DPDK) implementations, for example.
DPI elements are commonly used as a
network ingress point in ATCA platforms
to perform packet classification and
routing of data before it is disseminated
to other computing elements via ATCA’s
internal network fabric. This is a common
approach for SMS/MMS messaging platforms and IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
media servers, as well as Session Border
Controllers (SBCs). ATCA’s flexible
xtca-systems.com

architecture allows DPI elements to scale
based on the workloads expected for any
given deployment.
Lowering costs with improved
performance
Because it is a high-density solution,
moving to ATCA as an NI infrastructure
platform lowers the cost per session; and
moving to 40G ATCA lowers it even further. Although hardware costs increase
with newer solutions, the actual cost
per session decreases due to the board
capacity of ATCA and the increased performance of 40G systems. For example,
a 10G ATCA system with 12x Octeon
boards can support 108,000 video sessions at $0.93 per session. When using
a high-density 40G system featuring 12x
Octeon II boards and a high-throughput
40G switch, on the other hand, the
system can support 320,000 video sessions, dropping the cost per session

to $0.41. For companies already using
ATCA, accessing this improved price-performance ratio is as simple as upgrading
the necessary elements to components
configured to 40G requirements.
In addition, ATCA delivers cost savings
when compared with conventional network servers. Three ATCA platforms
at 250 W per slot can generate 200 A
(or 9,600 W) of DC power per frame,
resulting in 36 revenue-generating slots.
A network server, however, can only generate 16 revenue-generating servers while
consuming 192 A of DC power per frame.
Using ATCA to satisfy network
demands
Today’s environment offers companies developing ATCA-based systems the option to choose a range
of components, or to develop a preintegrated platform. By choosing the
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right solution, companies can leverage
ATCA’s modular architecture to minimize development costs and time to
market while developing a marketleading solution.
With a well-designed system, operators
can scale to achieve the wirespeed performance essential for leveraging DPI,
and individual blades with greater processing power can be applied to enable
operators to extend DPI functionality to

additional traffic streams. Utilizing a consultative approach with a platform provider like UNICOM Engineering, scalable
platforms can be designed to meet both
today’s and tomorrow’s network needs
(Figure 2). The focus should remain on
expandability, upgradability, and supportability. As technology evolves, the
chosen solution should evolve with it to
take advantage of the latest advances
and decreases in cost per session, while
increasing total capacity.

Scaling into the future, with Intelligence
Effectively, NI is being used to make
intelligent routing and load balancing
decisions within the network. DPIbased NI offers the means to deliver the
experience users demand, but the
resulting bandwidth requirements
simultaneously dictate the need to
scale. Transitioning from 10G to 40G
with ATCA provides scalability and
increased capabilities, while also delivering greater NI for deeper insight into
consumer behaviors and policy management.
Austin Hipes currently serves as Chief
Technologist and VP of Engineering
at UNICOM Engineering, a division of
UNICOM Global. He was previously
VP of Technology at NEI and Director
of Technology at Alliance Systems.
Austin studied Electrical Engineering at
University of Texas at Dallas.

›

Figure 2 | Utilizing professional design and engineering services, Network Service
Providers (NSPs) can build scalable platforms to meet the needs of today’s and
tomorrow’s networks.
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Big brother: AXIe extends
PXI performance
By Larry DesJardin

PXI, and a larger format standard, AXIe, are causing a revolution in the instrumentation industry. Traditional
“box” instruments with knobs and displays are giving way to faceless modular instruments that are controlled
by a computer, such as a desktop or laptop, or even embedded within the modular chassis itself. With this new
format come speed, size reduction, flexibility, and lower cost.
In the late 1970s, Hewlett Packard (HP) revolutionized the
measurement industry when it introduced a cabled 8-bit bus
labeled HP-IB. Adopted by the industry, it was ratified as
IEEE-488 and renamed GP-IB, the General-Purpose Interface
Bus. It allowed general-purpose instruments from any vendor to
be governed by a computer, known as the controller. With this
came an explosion of automated test applications in design,
manufacturing, and data acquisition, and GP-IB became a keystone of the modern manufacturing floor.
xtca-systems.com

While most of these products were traditional instruments,
some were internally modular. Users could pick and choose
modules to configure a system, for example, by controlling
the electronic switching of signals between the Device Under
Test (DUT) and the racked instruments in a test system [1].
However, these modular instruments were proprietary – a user
could not combine modules from different vendors into the
same system.
xTCA and CompactPCI Systems
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Unlike industrial computing buses that are integrated by sophisticated engineering teams to create other products, instrumentation systems are often integrated by end users who expect
“plug-and-play” operation. Thus, the rules for system creation
are key to system developers in the test space, but there were
no standards in place that enabled an easy integration experience between modular instrument vendors.

triggering and timing buses that were found in VXI, and offered
3U and 6U sizes (the 3U size became very popular for many
data acquisition applications, and is the most prevalent module
size today). In 2005, PXI was upgraded to PXI Express (PXIe) by
adopting the PCI Express (PCIe) high-speed serial bus. PXI and
PXIe are both still known generically as PXI, with both variations
of modules often combined within a single chassis.

This all changed in 1987 when HP, Tektronix, and three others
announced the VXIbus standard, simply called VXI. VXI itself
was an abbreviation for VME eXtensions for Instrumentation.
Leveraging the already popular VME industrial computing standard, VXI added extensions vital for instrumentation: timing,
triggering, configuration rules, and communication protocols
that eased integration. VXI also added a deeper 6U board size
that suited the measurement industry better.

The PXI standard enabled big speed increases in test systems,
not just because of the improved bandwidth of PCIe, but also
because of the software programming metaphor. While traditional instruments have largely replaced GP-IB with LAN interfaces based on LAN eXtensions for Instrumentation (LXI), the
programming metaphor remains exactly the same: sending
English-like ASCII commands that are parsed and interpreted
in real time by a processor inside the instrument. What ASCII
programming brings for compatibility, however, it loses in speed.
Many instrumentation systems consist of thousands of single
measurement commands where measurement latency time – not
the bus bandwidth – is the principal bottleneck to test system
speed. ASCII interpretation speed is typically measured in milliseconds, while a memory-mapped architecture like PCIe brings
latency time down to microseconds. Indeed, many instrument
classes have shown dramatic speed improvements when moving
to the PCIe architecture, often exceeding an order of magnitude.
This test speed improvement leads directly to a lower cost of test
in production environments, as the number of testers is proportionally decreased.

An industry consortium was formed that allowed any vendor
to offer products in the VXI format. This formula become the
norm for future standards as well: choosing a proven industrial
bus architecture, adding instrumentation extensions, forming a
consortium to manage the specification, and putting a big X in
the name for “eXtensions.”
While VXI found wide adoption in mil/aero applications, it was the
advent of the PXI standard, proposed by National Instruments
in 1997, that really ignited the industry. Formed atop the
CompactPCI (cPCI) standard, PXI added almost the exact same
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With Moore’s Law, the small PXI form factor has been able
to replace many traditional instruments. Outgrowing its box
counterparts in the marketplace by double digits for nearly a
decade, it is now positioned to become the mainstream architecture of automated test. Its case was bolstered in 2010 when
Agilent Technologies, previously a PXI skeptic, entered the PXI
market with over 40 products, including capabilities not present
in box formats. The transition to modular instruments has not
only reached a tipping point, it is accelerating.

AXIe is often referred to as the “big brother” of PXI because,
despite its much larger module envelope, it acts logically as
a PXIe system. Communication with external or embedded
controllers is performed over the backplane through a 4-lane
PCIe bus interface. To a controller, an AXIe system is just
another PXI chassis, though one with much larger board area
and power capability. The continued viability of VXI demonstrates the need for large module formats, and AXIe offers
14 percent more circuit area on a module than the aging
VXI standard, and several times that found on PXI.

AXIe, PXI’s big brother
While Moore’s Law has certainly enabled the small PXI form
factor to address a growing number of applications, it can also
be a barrier. A good portion of the test industry is focused on
digital verification and test, which is driven by ever increasing
test speeds and channel counts (also enabled by Moore’s Law).
This requires power, cooling, and circuit density. Engineers
knowledgeable of industrial bus architectures will be familiar
with this conundrum, as it is one of the principal reasons for the
variety of board sizes in industrial computing, including largesized AdvancedTCA (ATCA) boards.

The AXIe bus extensions
AXIe’s bus extensions bring powerful new features to the test
and measurement industry. Twelve parallel trigger lines are
routed to each slot. Using Multipoint LVDS (MLVDS) signaling,
these clocks are capable of synchronizing events up to 100
MHz across each slot of the backplane. When more precision is
needed, there is a radial or “star” bus that routes signals to and
from each peripheral slot from the hub slot. The star bus structure allows very low jitter and very high frequency, and can be
used separately or in conjunction with the parallel trigger bus.

With these applications in mind, the AXIe standard was born.
Based on the ATCA architecture, AXIe is an abbreviation for
AdvancedTCA eXtensions for Instrumentation and Test. AXIe
adds an instrumentation-oriented bus topology to the family of
star and mesh topologies available in ATCA in a way that retains
backwards compatibility. Limiting the maximum chassis size to
14 slots instead of the 16-slot maximum ATCA size, hundreds
of pins are freed on the backplane that are repurposed for key
instrumentation functions, including high-performance timing,
triggering, and local bus.

One of the most powerful features of AXIe’s bus extensions is
the local bus. Local buses are a set of short copper segments
that connect pins between adjacent slots (hence, “local” buses).
For example, the right side of slot 2 is connected to the left side
of slot 3; the right side of slot 3 is connected to the left side of
slot 4; and so forth. Because the copper path lengths are short
(only a few centimeters), very-high-speed signals can be routed
from slot to slot, enabling high-speed private communication
between related modules of an instrument set. Since the local
bus begins and ends between the modules of an instrument
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Figure 1 | Pictured here are the additional bus extensions AXIe adds to ATCA. In red are 12 parallel trigger lines capable of
100 MHz synchronization. Black figures represent radial or “star” clock and trigger lines for very-low-skew and -jitter applications.
Blue shows the structure of the high-speed “local bus” capable of 40 GBps (320 Gbps) data transfer between adjacent slots.
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set, another set of modules may use their
local buses completely differently. This
way, instrument sets from different vendors may co-exist in the same chassis, each
exploiting the unique capabilities of the
local bus.

40 GBps

The AXIe local bus consists of 124 lines organized as 62 high-speed differential pairs.
With 60 pairs dedicated to a data path,
and using fairly common FPGA Serializer/
Deserializer (SERDES) technology, the
aggregate bus bandwidth totals 40 GBps
(320 Gbps) from one slot to the next, which
is an order of magnitude higher than other
bus structures (Figure 1). Since AXIe only
defines the topology of the local bus, the
aggregate bandwidth will increase proportionally with the interface bus speeds
deployed.
The Guzik family of digitizers from Guzik
Test and Measurement were the first products to exploit AXIe local bus capabilities.
The Guzik ADC 6000 series is essentially
a family of high-fidelity 8-bit digitizers
based on an aggregate 40 GSps sampling rate. Moving data from left to right,

ADC

40 GBps
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MEM

AWG
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Figure 2 | This example data flow for local bus-enabled modules shows a
digitizer sourcing continuous data at up to 40 GBps (320 Gbps). A Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) module may process the data, stream it to an external RAID array
or processor, or store the waveform in local memory. Alternatively, the DSP module
may stream waveform data to an arbitrary waveform generator. Any combination
of modules may be deployed as long as the local bus data rate does not exceed
40 GBps. With increasing FPGA speeds the link capacity limit will grow as well. Not
shown is that all modules also have a PCIe connection.
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any combination of digitizers, digital processing, memory, or waveform generators
may be included in a system, as long as any
one local bus link is within the 40 GBps limit
(Figure 2). As FPGA speeds increase the
local bus capacity will also increase, making
160 GBps very feasible in the future.
Other powerful AXIe instruments and systems are available from ADLINK, Aeroflex,
Agilent Technologies, Gigatronics, and
Test Evolution. AXIe modules are typically
mounted horizontally in a chassis, allowing
Figure 3 | AXIe is often deployed in horizontal chassis, requiring minimum rack
very short chassis heights and maximum
space within a system. Pictured are a 5-slot chassis deployed with a two-channel
rack density (Figure 3). The availability of
12 GSps arbitrary waveform generator from Agilent Technologies, and a 40 GSps
2-slot and 5-slot horizontal chassis allows
digitizer from Guzik Test and Measurement.
system integrators to deploy AXIe either
unique insight into the worlds of both AdvancedTCA and AXIe
as the principal modular architecture in a system, or compleworld enable it to offer unique and innovative solutions.
menting a PXI or VXI subsystem. In particular, small horizontal
chassis avoid the typical “two half-filled” chassis drawback of
For AXIe module developers requiring a more turnkey developdeploying two vertically oriented architectures in a single system.
A single 48 V backplane power supply enables modules up to
ment environment, Hiller Measurements plans to release the
200 W to be powered from just over 4 A, supporting high-power
MiAXIe AXIe Hardware Development Kit this fall. The MiAXIe
components found in high-speed digital and data converters.
is essentially a near-empty module with a complete AXIe backplane interface and software driver set. A user merely develops
New tools to aid AXIe development
a custom PCB and plugs it into the forward-facing connector on
The availability of small horizontal chassis has allowed vendors
the AXIe interface board at the rear of the module.
to deliver AXIe-based solutions without the traditional issues
that new standards face in achieving critical mass. Indeed,
Hiller sees the MiAXIe development kit being useful in mil/aero
vendors now offer a range of digitizers, waveform generators,
applications where users have functionality in VXI or other forsemiconductor test equipment, and digital development tools.
mats and wish to migrate to the modern AXIe platform. AXIe’s
Since an AXIe subsystem acts logically as a PXI subsystem, the
module size and power capability allow it to deliver specialized
small rack height and PXI compatibility allow AXIe systems to
loads, dense electronic switching, or Radio Frequency Interface
leverage critical mass from its smaller scale brother.
Units (RFIUs) on a single module instead of a complete chassis.
The rear interface delivers a number of relay drivers, programNevertheless, AXIe faces issues that previous instrumentation bus
mable voltages, and Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs)
standards avoided. In particular, the robust system management
to further accelerate module development. Hiller also offers
features of the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI)
custom engineering design services.
bus leveraged from ATCA present extra development effort to
new vendors or end users wishing to develop modules or chassis
Moving to modular
in the AXIe format. Two new vendors are now offering solutions
PXI, with its small size, fast bus, and numerous vendors has capto this quandary.
tured the industry by storm. Add to that the power of AXIe, now
enabled by new development tools, and open modular systems
Elma Electronic is well known in the industrial bus industry, and
can address a higher percentage of applications than ever
now offers AXIe products as well. For chassis developers, Elma
before. With the test and measurement industry transitioning to
Electronic has developed an AXIe IPMI Shelf Manager card
modular instrumentation, PXI and AXIe have a bright future.
with a redundant Intelligent Platform Management Bus (IPMB).
The Shelf Manager’s system monitoring features include power
Larry Desjardin, President of Modular Methods LLC, is
management, cooling control, event sensor logging, electronic
an independent expert in the modular instrumentation
keying (e-keying), and module hot-swap monitoring.
industry. Larry is currently a member of the VXI, PXI, and AXIe
Consortiums, and holds a BS in Engineering from California
For module developers, Elma has developed an IPMI controller
Institute of Technology, and an MSEE from Stanford University.
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›

Elma also intends to offer chassis for next-generation AXIe
development and deployment. The company believes its
xtca-systems.com

[1] Test specifications often use the term “module” in place of the
term “blade” or “board.”
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PXI : Chassis

xtca-systems.com/p9915678

www.adlinktech.com

PXES-2780 18-Slot 3U PXI Express Chassis
ADLINK’s PXES-2780 18-slot PXI Express chassis is compliant
with PXI Express and cPCI Express specifications and offers one
system slot, one system timing slot, 10 hybrid peripheral slots,
and six PXI Express peripheral slots to suit a wide variety of
testing and measurement applications requiring enhanced
bandwidth. The PXES-2780 provides a configurable PCIe switch
fabric, is configurable in 2-link and 4-link PXI Express deployments,
and offers 8 GB/s system bandwidth and up to 4 GB/s slot bandwidth for
dedicated peripheral slots thanks to PCIe gen2 signaling technology.
The PXES-2780 implements a smart system monitoring controller
to report full chassis status and provides superior cooling capacity
from three 120 mm fans on the rear of the chassis. Two BNC connectors for 10 MHz clock input/output on the rear panel increase chassis flexibility, enabling synchronization with supplementary devices.

FEATURES
› 18-slot PXI Express chassis with one system slot, one system timing

slot, 10 hybrid peripheral slots, and 6 PXI Express peripheral slots

› Configurable PCIe switch fabric, can be configured as four-link, two-

link, PXI Express chassis

› Up to 8 GB/s system bandwidth and up to 4 GB/s peripheral band-

width for dedicated slots

› Intelligent chassis management: automatic fan speed control,

chassis status monitoring and reporting, remote chassis power on/
off control
› BNC connectors for 10 MHz clock input/output
› Innovative cooling mechanism dissipates 38.2W for each peripheral
slot
› Maximum total usable power of 800 W under 55°C

ADLINK Technology | 408-360-0200

Contact: info@adlinktech.com

PXI : Peripheral Modules

xtca-systems.com/p15679
xtca-systems.com/p99

www.adlinktech.com

PXIe-9529 High-Resolution Dynamic Signal Acquisition Module
ADLINK’s PXIe-9529 is a high-performance, high-density, 8-CH
analog input dynamic signal acquisition (DSA) module. The
PXIe-9529 features eight 24-bit simultaneously sampling analog
input channels. The 24-bit Sigma-Delta ADC provides a sampling
rate of 192 kS/s at high resolution, making it ideal for higher dynamic
range signal measurement. All channels are sampled simultaneously and accept input range up to ±10V, and the analog inputs support software-selectable AC or DC coupling and 4 mA bias current
for integrated electronic piezoelectric (IEPE) sensors. The module is
designed to meet the special requirements of vibration analysis and
audio testing.

ADLINK Technology | 408-360-0200
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FEATURES
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

PXI Express specification Rev. 1.0 compliant
24-Bit Sigma-Delta ADC
8-CH simultaneous sampling analog input
192 kS/s maximum sampling rate
AC or DC input coupling, software selectable
One external digital trigger input
Supports IEPE output on each analog input, software configurable
Full auto-calibration

Contact: info@adlinktech.com
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http://aviftech.com/pxi-c664

PXI-C664
ARINC 664 Part 7 Test & Simulation PXI Module
AIT’s PXI-C664 Test & Simulation module provides a PXI/cPCI
interface capable of supporting the simulation of multiple ARINC 664
End Systems within a single slot. The module supports both the
conventional 10/100 Mbit/s ARINC 664 Part 7 Ethernet interfaces
as well as the next generation 1 Gbit/s Ethernet interface. The
PXI-C664 utilizes two Small Form Factor Pluggable modules (SFPs)
in order to provide the capabilities to support both traditional copper Ethernet interfaces as well as high speed optical physical
connections.

FEATURES
› Supports IEEE 802.3 10/100/1000 Mbit/s Full-Duplex Ethernet links
› Utilizes SFPs to support both copper and optical interfaces
› Standard 3U cPCI module
› Simulates multiple ARINC 664 End Systems, including VL traffic
›
›
›
›
›
›

shaping and input VL redundancy management
Standard Ethernet operations simultaneous to ARINC 664 operations
Supports up to 128 Output VLs and 512 Input VLs
Supports up to 1024 Sampling & Queuing output message ports and
up to 4096 input Sampling & Queuing message ports
Upper layer protocol handling (ARINC 653, UDP, IP) managed
onboard
Provides DMA for high data rate applications
Time-stamping of all received messages with 8 nS resolution
Contact: sales@aviftech.com
www.aviftech.com

Avionics Interface Technologies | 402-763-9644
Test & Measurement : Chassis

mil-embedded.com/p99
xtca-systems.com/p9915727

www.ueidaq.com

DNA-PPC6-1G-MIL Cube
Advanced Military/Aerospace-Specified Data Acquisition
and I/O Control Platform
All connections to this chassis are through 38999-style round connectors. The 4.1” x 4.0” x 6.75” MIL Cube is designed to comply
with various aspects of MIL-STD-461 (including all power supply requirements), MIL-STD-810, and IP65 sealing requirements.
Supported I/O and interfaces include ARINC-429, MIL-1553, CAN,
ICP/IEPE, RVDT/LVDT (input and simulated output), synchro/
resolver (input and simulated output), RS-232/422/485, strain gauge
simulated output, quadrature encoder, high-voltage analog output
(up to 115 VDC), high drive analog output (up to 200 mA) and much
more. The MIL Cube Platform provides a simple and universal API,
supports all common OS and programming languages, and supports
an extensive array of application packages, including LabVIEW,
MATLAB, DASYLab and others.

United Electronic Industries, Inc. | 508-921-4600
xtca-systems.com

FEATURES
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Complete data aquisition and I/O control capabilities
Compact size: 4.1” x 4.0” x 6.75”
38999-style connectors
IP65 sealed enclosure
Rated from -40 °C to 85 °C, to withstand 5g vibration and 50 g shock
Supports Windows, Linux, RTX , VxWorks and QNX operating
systems
Supports VB, VB .NET, C, C#, C++, J#
Supports MATLAB, LabVIEW, DASYLab, OPC and ActiveX
Compatible with over 50 I/O boards
Built-in test/diagnostics
Dual Ethernet ports can operate as control/diagnostic port, or
teamed for redundant network control

Contact: info@ueidaq.com
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4th Generation
™
Intel Core i7 from
®

VPX · cPCI · VME · XMC · COM Express · Custom
High-performance, rugged, and versatile 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 solutions from X-ES

Extreme Engineering Solutions
608.833.1155 www.xes-inc.com

100% Designed, manufactured, and supported in the USA

